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Rice cookeR 0,6 LitRes

Looking for perfectly cooked rice?

It’s now possible with the Winkel SAH6 Rice Cooker, 
you will never again fail the preparation of your rice.

No need to control the cooking of your rice anymore.

At the end of cooking, the Winkel SAH6 Rice Cooker 
detects the total absorption of water and stops 
automatically for the perfect cooked rice.

Easy to use thanks to its carrying handle and its non-
stick removable bowl.

Compact, efficient and convenient for perfectly 
cooked rice with the Winkel SAH6 Rice Cooker

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 72pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
27x19.5x27cm  (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
27x19.5x27cm  (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
TBC
Gross weight product: 1.7kg
Net weight product: 0.9kg 

Capacity 0.6 L (up to 4 persons)
Automatic stop
Non-stick removable bowl 
Glass lid
Carrying handle
Indicator light 

DEEE: 0.11 euro HT
8516603000

SAH6
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Rice cookeR 1,8 LitRes

Looking for perfectly cooked rice?

It’s now possible with the Winkel SAH18 Rice Cooker, 
you will never again fail the preparation of your rice.

No need to control the cooking of your rice anymore.

At the end of cooking, the Winkel SAH18 Rice Cooker 
detects the total absorption of water and stops 
automatically.

Its keep warm function keeps your rice at a perfect 
temperature until serving.

Easy to use thanks to its carrying handle and its non-
stick removable bowl.

Compact, efficient and convenient for perfectly 
cooked rice with the Winkel SAH6 Rice Cooker

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 40pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
32x23x32cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
32x23x32cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
TBC
Gross weight product: 2.67kg
Net weight product: 1.38kg 

Capacity 1.8 L (up to 10 
persons)
Keep warm function
Non-stick removable bowl 
Glass lid
Carrying handle
Indicator light 

DEEE: 0.21 euro HT
8516603000

SAH18
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Upright VacUUm cleaner

Are you looking for a vacuum cleaner both practical 
and design to clean your interior from floor to ceiling? 
Chose one of the last technological innovations!

Thanks to the detachable aluminum tube you can 
choose between the upright and the vacuum cleaner 
function.

The WH35 is handy and extremely light. Thanks to 
its accessories you will be able to clean places that 
are difficult to reach: shelves, cupboards, under 
furniture...

The bagless WH35 uses its cyclonic system to propel 
the dusts directly to the transparent tank.

Make your life easier with the upright Vacuum 
Cleaner WH35!

Customs code:

QTY container: 2816 pcs 
QTY pallet: 68 pcs 
QTY master carton: 4 pcs 
Packaging dimensions: 
TBC cm (L*H*D) 
Product dimensions: 
TBC cm 
Gross weight master carton: 
TBC 
Gross weight product: 2.6 kg 
Net weight product: 2.1 kg

Vacuum cleaner 2 in 1: upright 
and hand vacuum cleaner
Energy class: A
Telescoping aluminum tubing
Cyclonic System 
Tank Capacity: 0.5 L 
Double position brushes: 
hard floor and carpets
Accessories: 3 mini brushes 
multi-surface

DEEE : 0.15 euro HT
TBC

WH35
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Multicyclonic Bagless VacuuM cleaner

Looking for a vacuum cleaner that is compact 
and powerful at the same time? The Winkel WS10 
vacuum cleaner is the solution!

Forget clogged dust bags that drop the suction 
power. The cyclones of the WS10 are used to propel 
dust and dirt in order to send them directly into the 
removable tank.

Its suction power and its speed control allow a deep 
suction for all your types of carpets and floors.

Its disassemble tank allows emptying your vacuum 
cleaner faster. 

The bagless vacuum cleaner WS10: your new 
daily ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 45pcs
QTY master carton: 1pc
Packaging dimensions:
37 x 26.5 x 13.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dismensions:
33 x 23 x 26cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
TBC
Gross weight product: TBC
Net weight product: 2.3kg

Power: 1000W
Floor accessories
Power regulator + « Pulse »
Removable tank
Tank capacity: 1.5L
Rope’s automatic rewinding 
Power cable: 4.2m

DEEE: 0.30 euro HT
850811000

WS10
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Multicyclonic Bagless VacuuM cleaner triple a
Looking for a vacuum cleaner that is compact 
and powerful at the same time? The Winkel WS14 
vacuum cleaner is the solution!

Forget clogged dust bags that drop the suction 
power. The cyclones of the WS14 are used to 
propel dust and dirt in order to send them directly 
into the removable tank.

Classified Triple A by the new energetics standards:
• Energy consumption: A
• Suction power (Hard floor): A
• Filtration efficiency: A

With its suction power, its HEPA filter and its high 
filtration performance, the AXO900 will help you to 
fight against mites and allergies on all surfaces for 
a depth suction of all your fabrics. 

Its disassemble tank allows emptying your vacuum 
cleaner faster. 

The multicyclonic bagless Vacuum cleaner 
triple A Winkel WS14: your new daily ally!

Informations

Energy class: A
Dust re-emission class: A
Hard floor cleaning performance 
class: A
Carpet cleaning performance 
class: E
Noise level: 78dB
HEPA filter
Removable tank 
Telescopic aluminium tube
Tank capacity: 2L
Power cable: 5 m
2 accessories included for the 
floor: crevice nozzle & 2 in 1 
dusting brush

DEEE: TBC euro HT
TBC 

Features Logistical details

QTY container: TBC pcs
QTY pallet: TBC pcs
QTY master carton: TBC pcs
Packaging dimensions:
TBCxTBCxTBC cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
TBCxTBCxTBC cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton: 
TBC kg
Gross weight product: TBC kg
Net weight product: TBC kg

Packaging overview

EAN code

Customs code:

WS14
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steaM cleaner

Looking for a device that can clean and sanitize 
your house while respecting the environment? It is 
possible with the Winkel Steam cleaner NVP15!

Ready to use in a few minutes, the NVP15 steam 
cleaner is also easy to use and very efficient on all 
types of surfaces! Its various accessories help to 
remove all kind of dirt while deeply sanitizing.

Perfect for cleaning your tiles, kitchen, bathroom and 
even outside your home…

The fabric’s rag allows you to lift, trap and absorb the 
dirt; the floor brush facilitates the ground cleaning; 
the extension ensure a comfortable use of the device; 
the round brushes make possible the access to small 
and difficult corners and the window wiper is perfect 
for cleaning windows, mirrors…

By connecting the high pressure nozzle on the pistol 
you can now clean your radiators too! The measuring 
cup and the funnel facilitate the filling of the device.

The steam cleaner Winkel NVP15: the new 
cleaning ally for your house! 

Customs code:

QTY container: 1075pcs
QTY pallet: 20pcs
QTY master carton: 1pc
Packaging dimensions:
53.5 x 30 x 34.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
45 x 28 x 24cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
5.4kg
Gross weight product: 4.3kg
Net weight product: 3.2kg

Pressure: 4bar
Power: 1500W
Water container capacity: 1.5L
Included accessories:
Extension cords, floor brush,
adapter accessories,
round brushes multi-purpose, 
high pressure nozzle,
window wipers, funnel, 
measuring cup, cleaning rag

DEEE: 0.30 euro HT
8509800000

NVP15
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iron steaM station

Looking to iron your shirts in no time?
With its 2200W and its “ceramic” soleplate, the Winkel 
VS4 Steam station can assure you an efficient and 
quick ironing.

Ready to use in less than one minute, the VS4 includes 
the new “unlimited autonomy” technology permitting 
to fill it while it is in use.

Its vertical steam system even irons your clothes on 
hangers!

With the VS4, ironing your shirts is no more an 
issue!

Customs code:

QTY container: 2560pcs
QTY pallet: 48pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
34.9 x 27.9 x 23.2cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
29.9 x 23 x 19cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
7.73kg
Gross weight product: 3.3kg
Net weight product: 2.4kg

Power: 2200W
Ceramic soleplate
Vertical steam
Steam regulator
Temperature regulator
Removable water tank
Water tank capacity: 800mL

DEEE: 0.30 euro HT
8516401000

VS4
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iron steaM station

Looking to iron your shirts in no time?

With its 2200W, the Winkel VS2 Steam station can 
assure you an efficient and quick ironing.

Unlimited autonomy thanks to the 800mL tank, 
rechargeable during the use.

Ready to be used in less than one minute.

Its vertical steam system even irons your clothes on 
hangers!

With the VS2, ironing your shirts is no more an 
issue!

Customs code:

QTY container: 2560pcs
QTY pallet: 56pcs
QTY master carton: 2pcs
Packaging dimensions:
34.9 x 27.9 x 23.2cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
29.9 x 23 x 19cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
7.73kg
Gross weight product: 3.31kg
Net weight product: 2.75kg

Power: 2200W
Water tank capacity: 800mL
Removable water tank
Vertical steam
Steam regulator
Temperature regulator
Stainless steel soleplate

DEEE: 0.30 euro HT
8516401000

VS2
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steaM iron «ceraMic soleplate»
It is the end of the ironing duty!

With its “ceramic soleplate”, the Winkel SG8c steam 
iron allows an effortlessly, quick and efficient ironing. 

The temperature rises in a few seconds thanks to its 
2200W.

With its high 360ml tank, increase your ironing time 
without refilling your iron!

The Prokal system guarantees a protection against 
the limestone and extends the SG8c lifetime.

The Winkel SG8c steam iron, the essential ally 
for your ironing.

Customs code:

QTY container: 10000pcs
QTY pallet: 150pcs
QTY master carton: 10pcs
Packaging dimensions:
31.2 x 12.4 x 15.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
29 x 13.5 x 11.8cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
14kg
Gross weight product: 1.3kg
Net weight product: 1.1kg

Power: 2200W
“Ceramic soleplate”
High capacity tank: 360mL
Variable steam flow
Anti-scale protection
with the Prokal system
“Water spray” function

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8516401000

SG8c
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stand Mixer

Looking to realize all kind of homemade dough and 
cakes with one and only stand mixer? The Winkel 
RX60 is made for you!

The RX60 allows you to prepare all your shortcrust, 
crumbly and puff pastries as well as your homemade 
bread thanks to its dough hook.

Its whisk and flat beater will become your best allies 
to prepare delicious sponge cake, whipped egg 
white, chocolate mousse, cream…

Its 4 liters capacity allows preparing meal for the 
whole family and friends!

Its tilt-head design ensures an easy access to the 
mixing bowl. All your recipes can be made thanks to 
its 6 speeds.

The Winkel RX60, the must have stand mixer!

Customs code:

QTY container: 1544pcs
QTY pallet: 1320pcs
QTY master carton: 2pcs
Packaging dimensions:
38.7 x 36.4 x 22.8cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
38.8 x 36 x 23cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
12.3kg
Gross weight product: 5.3kg
Net weight product: 4.7kg
Colors: Blue / Pink / Red / Purple

Power: 650W
6 speeds
Pulse function
Bowl capacity: 4L
Tilt-head design (50°) for an
easy access to the mixing bowl
Stainless steel bowl
Included accessories:
     Whisk - Hook - Beater

DEEE: 0.50 euro HT
8509400000

RX60

Blue

Red

Pink

Purple
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Kitchen Bullet

Would you like to cook various preparations and be 
surprised by your cooking talents? 
The Kitchen Bullet KBL20 is here for you! 

With its 23 pieces, the KBL20 helps you in all your 
daily recipes.

Blend, chop, mix, whisk, grind, grate, and prepare 
juice, all of it in a few seconds! 

Preserve the vitamins of your fruits and vegetables 
thanks to its juice extractor, easy to use and to clean. 
Its 4 lids allow you to preserve your preparations 
immediately and place them into the refrigerator, the 
freezer and also in the microwave.

The Kitchen bullet Winkel KBL20: your new 
multifunctional ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: 3280pcs
QTY pallet: 80pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
28.5 x 27 x 23.5cm (L*H*D)
Produit dimensions:
11.4 x 16.6 x 11.4cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
13.4kg
Gross weight product: 2.95kg
Net weight product: 2.3kg

8 functions: Blend, chop,
whisk, grind, mill, grate,
juice extractor 
1 base 
1 juice extractor 
1 big container 
4 stemmed glasses 
1 little container
1 blender 
2 blades in stainless steel 
4 lids

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8509400000

KBL20
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Blender génie 2
Would you like to enjoy delicious milkshakes, fruits 
beverages and homemade cocktails?

Thanks to the Winkel’s Blender Genius RX12, blend 
your ingredients to realize your soups, gazpachos, 
potages, smoothies, milkshakes or again unctuous 
apple sauce!

It fits to all your types of preparations with its two 
speeds and its pulse function.

Its ergonomics handle allows an easy grip.

The Blender Genius 2 RX12, your new daily ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 2904pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
25.2 x 19.1 x 31.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
15.5 x 39.5 x 15.5cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
9.7kg
Gross weight product: 2.2kg
Net weight product: 1.8kg

Power: 400W
Blender capacity: 1.2L
Bowl capacity: 250 to 1200 mL
2 speeds + «Pulse» function
Ergonomic handle
Safety closing lid
Stainless steel blade
Pouring spout
Toothed blade

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8509400000

RX12
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hand Blender 3 in 1
Looking to achieve all your culinary preparation with 
one and unique hand blender?
It is possible with the Winkel BX6.

Realize your soups and baby food with the plunging 
mixer, chop finely your herbs with the grinder or beat 
egg white easily with the whisk!

Its ergonomic handle allows a secure grip in the hand.

The Winkel BX6 hand blender: your new daily 
ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 4158pcs
QTY master carton: 6pcs
Packaging dimensions:
24 x 25 x 13.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
15 x 37 x 16cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
9kg
Gross weight product: 1.4kg
Net weight product: 0.5kg

Power: 200W
Measuring bowl: 500 mL
2 speeds
3 functions:
Blender / Whisk / Grinder
Stainless steel immersion blender
Removable stainless steel whisk
Secure grip handle
Removable blender foot

DEEE: 0.08 euro HT
8509400000

BX6
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hand Mixer

Looking to whisk and emulsify in an easy way?
It is possible with the Winkel’s hand mixer PX30!

You can prepare delicious cakes and whipped cream 
thanks to the whisk, but also make your own bread 
with the dough hook.

You can make all types of preparations thanks to its 5 
speeds and its turbo function.

The hand mixer PX30: your new kitchen ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 11880pcs
QTY master carton: 12pcs
Packaging dimensions:
19 x 19 x 10cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
18.5 x 26 x 9.8cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
15.6kg
Gross weight product: 1kg
Net weight product: 0.8kg

Power: 200W
5 speeds
Turbo function
Ejection button
Included accessories:
Whisks + dough hooks

DEEE: 0.08 euro HT
8509400000

PX30
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Juice extractor

Would you like to prepare homemade fruit juice to 
provide your body with all the vitamins and natural 
minerals?

With the SX9 juice extractor from Winkel, make 
delicious fresh vegetables and fruits juices in a few 
seconds.

The SX9 extracts up to 70% of the juice from a fruit, 
to obtain a real concentrate of energy and vitality. 
Thanks to its wide feeder chute you can easily 
prepare your juices.

With its anti-drip system, your kitchen worktop stay 
cleaned. Easy and quick cleaning thanks to its entirely 
removable parts.

The Winkel’s SX9: your new wellbeing and 
healthy ally!

Customs code:

QTY container: 3318pcs
QTY pallet: 1980
QTY master carton: 6pcs
Packaging dimensions:
28.8 x 31.2 x 18.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
25.5 x 30 x 17cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
18.5kg
Gross weight product: 2.8kg
Net weight product: 2.4kg

Power: 400W
2 speeds
Wide feeder chute: 65mm
Juice tank capacity: 500ml
Pulp tank capacity: 1.2L
Anti-drip system
Stainless steel body,
filter & blades
Interlock system: safe use

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8509400000

SX9
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electric Kettle

Looking for a kettle allowing you to boil a high quantity 
of water in a snap?

With its high capacity of 1.8L, the Winkel SW8 is 
perfect to receive your family and friends.

Quick rise of the temperature thanks to the 2200W 
power.

The SW8’s removable filter facilitates the cleaning. 
The 360° base allows a quick repositioning for an 
ease of use.

Stops automatically after boiling.

The electric kettle SW8, the perfect ally in your 
kitchen!

Customs code:

QTY container: 6200pcs
QTY pallet: 144pcs
QTY master carton: 8pcs
Packaging dimensions:
22.5 x 17.8 x 24.7cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
18 x 23.5 x 18cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
10kg
Gross weight product: 1.11kg
Net weight product: 0.93kg
Colors: Black / Red

Power: 2200W max
Capacity: 1.8L
360° rotation for
an easy repositioning
Wireless
Removable filter for
an easy cleaning
ON/OFF light

DEEE: 0.06 euro HT
8516710000

SW8

Black

Red
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coffee MaKer 12 cups

The KF12 is the perfect device to start your day with a 
delicious freshly brewed coffee.

Clever, the Winkel’s coffee maker KF12, allows you to 
make up to 12 cups of coffee thanks to its 1.25 liter 
container.

Its heating plate will preserve your coffee hot.

Its transparent and graduated water container allows 
you to dose the water depending on the number of 
cups you would like to prepare.

The KF12 has a nylon removable filter which make the 
cleaning easier and which can be used as a support 
for the paper filter.

The KF12, an ideal device to enjoy a delicious 
coffee anytime!

Customs code:

QTY container: 4458pcs
QTY pallet: 2970pcs
QTY master carton: 6pcs
Packaging dimensions:
24.5 x 30 x 17.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
21 x 28.5 x 15.4cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
10.5kg
Gross weight product: 1.6kg
Net weight product: 1.25kg 

Power: 800W
Capacity: 1.25L
12 cups
Glass Jug
Removable filter
Removable filter holder
Measuring spoon
Heating plate
ON/OFF button with light

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8516710000

KF12
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panini grill

Would you like to make hot snacks in a few minutes? 
It is possible with the PNI30 Winkel grill!

Prepare in a snap delicious paninis, burgers or even 
homemade croque-monsieur.

Clever, the PNI30 has an automatic height adjustment 
function allowing you to perfectly grill all types of 
sandwiches or meat. 

Easy to use thanks to its « coldtouch » handle and 
ergonomic.

It will surprise you with its great power!

With the PNI30 grill from Winkel, treat yourself 
and make your life easier!

Customs code:

QTY container: 4000pcs
QTY pallet: 96pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
34.8 x 29.6 x 13.8cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
31 x 10.3 x 25.5cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
9.6kg
Gross weight product: 2.3kg
Net weight product: 1.9kg
Colors: Blue / Pink / Red / Purple

Power: 1500W
Nonstick hotplates: 28x17cm
Fat drip tray included
Large handle resisting to heat
Power light indicator
Anti-slip feet
Insulating walls

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8516609000

PNI30

Blue

Red

Pink

Purple
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deep fryer 2.5l
You love fries but are disheartened by the frying smell 
and the tools cleaning effort?

Our deep fryer is made for you!

We have developed this model with innovating 
functionalities:

- Anti-odor carbon filter
- Multifunctional handle
- Adjustable basket when the lid is closed
- Non stick coated pan for easy cleaning

You will enjoy eating crunchy and crispy fries 
without dirtying your kitchen!

Customs code:

QTY container: 2304pcs
QTY pallet: 1452pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
31.5 x 27 x 31.5cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
29 x 23.5 x 26cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
12.1kg
Gross weight product: 2.8kg
Net weight product: 2.1kg

Power: 1800W
Multifunctional handle 
Removable lid with
anti-odor carbon filter
Height adjustable basket 
Lock system
Non stick coated pan
for easy cleaning
Power light

DEEE: 0.30 euro HT
8516792000

GF2505
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ice cuBe MaKer

Would you like to enjoy cold beverages all summer?
With the Winkel KW12 Ice cube maker, realize your 
own ice cubes in a few minutes.

Easy to use, you just need to pour the water in the 
tank, press the button and the KW12 takes care of 
the rest!

With its 12kg capacity, you will no longer be out of 
ice cubes.

Very efficient: indicator lights let you know when the 
ice tank is full and when the water tank is empty.

The Winkel KW12 Ice cube maker, the essential 
device for a perfect summer!

Customs code:

QTY container: TBC
QTY pallet: 40pcs
QTY master carton: 1pc
Packaging dimensions:
38.5 x 36.8 x 28.4cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
36.5 x 34.8 x 26.4cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
10.2kg
Gross weight product: 10.2kg
Net weight product: 9.4kg

Daily production capacity: 12kg
Lid with transparent window
Removable ice tank
LED screen
Water tank capacity: 2.2L
Lack of water indicator  
Full tank indicator

DEEE: 1 euro HT
8419891000

KW12
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crepe MaKer

Would you like to spend a good time with your friends 
and family doing a crepe party?
It is possible with the Crepe maker GOO30!

Powerful and easy to use, the crepe maker GOO30 
guarantees a perfect cooking of your sweet or salty 
crepes!

Forget the crepes that stick to the device thanks to its 
non-stick coating.

Variable temperature to adjust the cooking to your 
taste.

Easy cleaning of the device, ready to use in a few 
minutes.

With the Crepe maker Winkel GOO30: treat your 
family and friends!

Customs code:

QTY container: 3844pcs
QTY pallet: 3168pcs
QTY master carton: 4pcs
Packaging dimensions:
35.6 x 40 x 11cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions:
TBC (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton:
10.4kg
Gross weight product: 1.8kg
Net weight product: 1.7kg

Cooking plate: Ø 30cm
Power: 1000W
5 levels of cooking
Non-stick coated
Light
Fixed cooking plate
Batter spreader included
Cord storage

DEEE: 0.15 euro HT
8516797090

GOO30
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